In this paper energy use of boiler fan motors has been estimated using energy audit data. Energy savings using VSD by modulating fan speed has been estimated as well. Bill savings and associated emission reductions using VSD have been estimated and presented in this paper. It has been found that 139,412MWh, 268,866, 159,328MWh, and 99,580 US$7,318,335, US$14,113,933, US$8,363,812, and US135,911,944 for 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% motor loadings, respectively for 60% speed reduction. Along with energy savings, 69,770,744 kg, 134,558,329 kg, 79,738,065 kg, 49,836,603 
1.
Introduction Steam systems are a part of almost every major industrial process today. Thirtyseven percent of the fossil fuel burned in US industry is burned to produce steam. This steam, in turn, is used to heat processes, to concentrate and distill liquids, or is used directly as a feedstock. All of the major industrial energy users devote significant proportions of their fossil fuel consumption to steam production: food processing (57%), pulp and paper (81%), chemicals (42%), petroleum refining (23%), and primary metals (10%). Since industrial systems are very diverse, but often have major steam systems in common, it makes a useful target for energy efficiency measures [1] .
Nearly 45% of global electricity generation is derived from coal while natural gas and nuclear energy makes up about 20% and 15% respectively of the world's generated electricity [2] . Since these energy sources generally uses a boiler-steam turbine system to convert its chemical potential energy for electricity generation, one can only imagine the possible savings derivable from improving the efficiency of a steam boiler by just a small fraction. Most heating systems, although not all, employ boilers to produce hot water or steam. Boiler efficiency therefore has an important influence on heating-related energy savings. The energy savings that can be achieved by improving overall boiler efficiency can be substantial. Essentially a boiler is a device in which a fossil fuel is burnt and the heat produced is transferred to water. Heat can be lost from boilers by a variety of methods, including flue gas losses, radiation losses and, in the case of steam boilers, blow-down losses [3] [4] [5] [6] . To optimize the operation of a boiler plant, it is necessary to identify where energy wastage is likely to occur [7] [8] [9] [10] . A significant amount of energy is lost through flue gases as all the heat produced by the burning fuel can not be transferred to water or steam in the boiler.
The efficiency of boiler is a measure of the ability of it to generate the steam demand from a given fuel supply. A boiler should always be supplied with more combustion air than is theoretically required, in order to ensure complete combustion and safe operation. If the air rate is too low, there will be a rapid build up of carbon monoxide in the flue gas and, in extreme cases, smoke will be produced (i.e. unburned carbon particles). At the same time, boiler efficiency is very dependent on the excess air rate. Excess air should be kept at the lowest practical level to reduce the quantity of unneeded air that is heated and exhausted at the stack temperature. To improve boiler efficiency, the logical approach is to identify the losses, determine their relative magnitude and then to concentrate first on reducing the losses that have the greatest impact on boiler efficiency. As the temperature of the flue gas leaving a boiler typically ranges from 150-250 o C, about 10%-30% of the heat energy is lost through it [11] . Since most of the heat losses from the boiler appears as heat in the flue gas, the recovery of this heat can result in substantial energy savings [12] . This indicates that there is huge savings potentials of a boiler energy savings by minimizing its losses. Fig. 1 . shows a boiler efficiency with the flue gas temperature reduction.
Figure 1 Efficiency of a boiler with the flue gas temperature [8]
By introducing variable speed to the driven load, it is possible to optimize the efficiency of the entire system, and it is in this area that the greatest efficiency gains are possible [13] . A VSD was used on the fan motor to change excess air ratio as well. It the literatures, there are few works about the details estimation of boiler energy and environmental analysis. Considering that a boiler electrical energy use, savings, associated bill savings and avoided emission have been estimated and presented in this paper. It is expected that the estimation will be very useful for industry, policy makes, energy users, and researchers.
Stack gas heat losses
The biggest energy losses in a conventional oil fired boiler occur through the chimney. The size of the heat loss depends on the temperature and volume of the gas leaving the boiler; therefore, reducing either of these will reduce the heat loss. Some stack gas heat losses are unavoidable, but to eliminate these losses, the stack gas temperature would have to be reduced to the air temperature around the boiler. The three basic strategies for minimising stack gas losses are:
1. minimising excess air, 2. keeping heat transfer surface clean, 3. adding flue gas heat recovery equipment where justified, It may be mentioned that with reduced excess air, stack gas volume is also reduced. The temperature of the gas also decreases because gas velocities are reduced, allowing gas to spend more time in the boiler where the heat can be absorbed. Most conventional boilers are 75-90% efficient, so ways should be sought to reduce the resulting 10-25% waste energy. Energy losses arise principally in four categories in the boilers:
• heat carried out of the stack by dry flue gasses excluding water vapour (dry flue gas loss), • heat carried out of the stack by hot water vapour, including both sensible and latent heat, • unburned fuel and products of incomplete combustion, including solid combustibles in ash and carbon monoxide in flue gas, heat lost from the boiler structure through the insulation (radiation and convection losses from the outside surface), • heat carried away with boiler blow-down.
As a rule of thumb, a boiler efficiency can be increased 1% for every 15% reduction in excess air; or 1.3% reduction in oxygen. In a computer-based system, new control logic can be added for a fraction of what it would cost to add the same control on an older system. Modern, multiple burner control, coupled with excess air trim control using control logic can result in fuel savings of 3% [14] .
Excess air control
A boiler should always be supplied with more combustion air than theoretically required in order to ensure complete combustion and safe operation. At the same time, boiler efficiency is very dependent on the excess air rate. Therefore, the excess air should be optimised to increase the system efficiency. In order to complete combustion, the desired air flow in a fan are determined by the employment of one of the following: 1. inlet damper control, 2. inlet vane control, 3. variable speed control.
In this case, VSD is used, which is a way of the most efficient control method. It provides only the power necessary to overcome system resistance at a given condition. Currently, variable speed drives are commonly used in modern industrial and commercial boilers. The modern boiler systems are designed, equipped and practiced with the described method at present time. It is particularly effective when operating conditions call for frequent low load periods. Tab. 1. shows the energy savings associated with the speed reductions as a result of using VSDs. Qureshi and Tassou [14] reviewed the VSD in refrigeration application to reduce energy uses. Variable frequency drives (VFDs) are routinely used to vary a pump and fan speed in heating, ventilating and air conditioning of buildings as can be seen in fig. 2 .
Figure 2 The block diagram of the variable speed drive system [4,5]
With mechanical cam control and with basic electronic fuel/air ratio control processor sacrifice combustion efficiency at low fire to achieve an improvement in burner turndown. Some air dampers leak and even air flow is fully closed can be significant. In effect, processors can reduce the fuel valve setting but cannot reduce the air to match. Combustion efficiency can be improved at low fire if the fan speed is reduced. The fan motor speed control is an easy to add option on some electronic controls. By adding fan motor speed control, burner turndown can be increased without compromising efficiency, and additional fuel savings can be achieved. The benefit of variable speed drive by using an inverter to slow down an AC electric motor causes electrical energy saving. For example, when a fan motor is slowed to 25 Hz, i.e. to half speed, an 80% electrical energy savings is achieved.
By adding a driver to the system, and controlling the fan motor speed, electrical energy is saved and by restricted excess air rate, stack losses are minimised. Hence, not only will boiler efficiency be increased, but operating the motor with variable speed will also save electrical energy. Oxygen trim saves fuel, reduces emissions and extends the life of the boiler plant [11, 15] . Electric motors are over 90% efficient when running at their rated loads. However, they are very inefficient at load-following, or running at part loads. Conventional electric motors typically use 60% to 80% of their rated input energy, even when running at less than 50% load. Motors operated lower than 50% of rated load, because they were chosen in big capacity, performing inefficiently, and due to the reactive current increase, power factors are also decreased. These kinds of motors do not use the energy efficiently because they have been chosen in for large motor power, not according to the needs. These motors should be replaced with new suitable capacities of motors, and when purchasing new motors, energy saving motors should be preferred [16] .
The cost of an adjustable speed motor can vary quite a bit depending upon the particular features and durability. Per-horsepower costs decrease significantly with size, from an average of about $640 per horsepower for a 20 horsepower application to about $150 per horsepower for a 20,000-horsepower application [17] [18] . It was mentioned in the reference that a 10 HP, 460 volt drive with line reactor will cost about $1300. Installation time, materials and start-up will cost $500 or more [19] . First costs for variable-frequency drives are relatively expensive. Installed drives range from about $3,000 for a 5 horsepower motor to almost $45,000 for a custom-engineered 300 horsepower motor, and more for larger versions [19-20].
Methodology

Data collection
Malaysian Energy Centre (MEC) conducted energy audit for 48 industrial facilities for about 2 years starting from 2002-2004 [21] . It was a detailed energy audit. Summary of type and number of industry visited is shown in tab. 2. Number of fan motor and their corresponding power, motor loadings, and usage hours are presented in tabs. 3-4. These are the data needed for boiler fan motor energy analysis. 
Mathematical formulations to estimate energy use and savings using VSD
Electric energy used by motor fan can be estimated using eqn. (1) [22] .
hr-Annual operating hours P-Motor power (kW) n-Number of motors There are many ways to estimate the energy savings associated with the use of VSD for industrial motors for various applications. This paper employed the methods found in [12] . Energy use of fans and pumps varies according to the speed raised to the third power, so small changes in speed can result in huge changes in energy use. A motor energy savings using VSD can be estimated as:
Tab. 1. shows the potential energy savings associated with the speed reduction using VSD for industrial motors [24] . These data have been used to estimate motor energy savings using VSD. Annual bill savings associated with the above energy savings can be calculated as:
where, c-Cost of electricity (US$0.064/kWh)
Estimation of fuel savings associated with boiler fan speed reduction
By adding fan motor speed control, burner turndown can be increased without compromising efficiency, and additional fuel savings can be achieved. By adding a driver to the system, and controlling the fan motor speed, electrical energy is saved and by restricted excess air rate, stack losses are minimised. Based on methodology explained by [24] [25] [26] stack gas loss (L stack ) was estimated. Concentration of O 2 and stack gas temperature with and without VSD were taken from Ozdemir [15] as well. Other necessary input data were also taken from this reference.
Digital Control of excess air
The oxygen trim control system will correct the airflow so that the combustion efficiency remains as high as possible. Oxygen trim systems can improve the efficiency of a boiler by 1-2% [15] . For best excess air control, a digital monitoring control system, often called an "O 2 trim" system, can be installed on a boiler. An O 2 trim system consists of an exhaust-gas monitoring probe that communicates with the combustion air inlet damper via a central digital controller. Based on the O 2 level detected in the exhaust gas, the combustion air damper automatically adjusts to achieve a user-defined excess air setpoint. To optimize combustion efficiency over a boiler's firing range, the O 2 setpoint should be set to 1.7%, which corresponds to 10% excess air which provide highest combustion efficiency [27] . Rather than be linked by a jackshaft as in single-point positioning, the fuel valve and combustion air damper are controlled independently in O 2 trim control. Fig. 3 . displays the arrangement of a boiler O 2 trim system. 
Determining combustion efficiency
The minimum amount of air required for complete combustion is called the "stoichiometric" air. As an example, the equation for the stoichiometric combustion of natural gas (comprised mostly of methane, CH 4 ) with atmospheric air is:
The ratio of the mass of air required to completely combust a given mass of fuel is called the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, AF s . For natural gas, AF s is about 17.2 kg-air/kg-ng. The quantity of air supplied in excess of stoichiometric air is called excess air, EA. The combustion temperature, T c , can be calculated from an energy balance on the combustion chamber, where the chemical energy released during combustion is converted into sensible energy gain of the gasses. The energy balance reduces to the terms of inlet combustion air temperature, T a , fuel lower heating value, LHV, excess air, stoichiometric air fuel ratio, and combustion gas specific heat, C pg [24] .
Combustion efficiency, η , is the ratio of energy transferred to boiler steam/water to the total fuel energy supplied. The energy transferred to steam/water is the energy loss of combustion gas as it travels through the boiler. On a per unit basis, eqn. (5) can be written as an enthalpy difference in terms of combustion temperature and exhaust temperature, T ex . The total fuel energy supplied on a per unit basis is the fuel's higher heating value (HHV). Eqn. (5) calculates combustion efficiency in terms of easily measured values.
Amount of fuel that can be saved by trimming excess air can be expressed as:
where FS-Fuel savings (GJ) FC-Fuel consumption (GJ) S EAR -% fuel savings due to excess air reduction Tab. 5. presents the properties of natural gas used in flue gas energy analysis. 
Estimation of the payback period
A simple payback period for different energy savings strategies can be calculated using formulations presented in References [9, 12, 23] . Tab 6. presents additional cost of varaibe speed drive to modulate the speed of boiler fan motors so that energy san be saved. 
Estimation of emission reduction
The energy savings is likely to reduce the electricity generation from power plants. As a consequence, the reduction of CO 2 and other emissions from the fuels used by the power sector can be estimated. The amount of emission that can be reduced associated with the energy savings can be estimated using the following eqn. [28] :
Emission factor for per unit energy has been shown in tab. 7. and has been used to estimate the amount of emission that can be reduced. 
Results and discussions
Using eqn.
(1) and input data from Tables 2 and 3 , energy use by boiler fan motor for different capacities and percentage of loadings has been estimated and presented in fig. 4 . Based on this figure it has been observed that more energy ued by boiler fan motors for 60% loading followed by 40% as motors are engaed in operation for longer time compared to 80% and 100% loadings. It was also found that highest amount of energy used by 5 kW motor for different percentage of loadings as number of motors are higher than other capacities of motors. Using data from tab. 6, payback period for energy savings associated with different percentage of speed reductions has been estimated and presented in tab. 9. In this analysis total fossil fuel energy consumption for 48 industries have been found to be 32,503,558 GJ/yr based on PTM energy audit data [24] [25] . Based on above savings (i.e. 11.3%), it has been estimated that about 3,672,902 GJ/yr can be saved. Using eqns. (5)- (6) and data from Table 5 , combustion efficiency, energy savings, bill savings and payback period for ogygen trim has been estimated and presented in tab. 10. From the results presented in the tab. 10, it has been found that pay back period is less than half of a day and hence return on investment is immediate. Using eqn. (8) and data from tab. 7. and Figs. 5-6 (i.e. for energy savings at different speed reduction), emission reductions have been quantified and presented in tabs. 11-12.
Quantification of energy savings with the use of VSDs
Lönnberg [29] applied variable speed drive in pumping systems in a hospital and showed huge savings potentials as pumps in a hospital have to operate 24/7. Author also estimated that $11,855 USD per year can be saved using VSDs for pumps in a hospital.At the metal plating facility in Burlington, Vermont, General Dynamics Armament Systems installed ASDs along with an energy management control system (EMS) to control the ASDs as a unit. They found electricity savings of 443,332 kWh. The project cost $99,400 to implement, and saved $68,600 annually, providing a simple payback period of 1.5 years. The installation also reduced CO 2 emissions by 213,000 kg/year, improved overall productivity, control, and product quality, and reduced wear of equipment, thereby reducing future maintenance costs [30] .
Another example of the use of ASDs was in the pumping of machine coolant at an U.S. engine plant. Pressure at the pumps was reduced from 64 psi to 45 psi, average flow cut in half, and power usage reduced by over 50% with no adverse effect on part quality or tool life. Reducing the coolant system pressure also reduced the misting of the coolant, reducing the ventilation requirements and cleaning costs. ASDs can also be used in draft fans on coal-fired boilers, instead of dampers. The average electricity savings depend on boiler load, but will typically exceed 60% annually [31] .
Yu and Chan [18] reported that load-based speed control for all-variable speed chiller plants to optimize their environmental performance. Authors found that the application of load-based speed control to the variable speed chiller plant can reduce the annual total electricity use by 19.7% and annual water use by 15.9% relative to the corresponding constant speed plant. Authors also showed that power consumption can be reduced from 13,500 W to 365 W by using variable speed drive
Conclusions
Following conslusions can be made from this study: 1. It has been found that maximum amount of energy (i.e.268,865MWh) can be saved for 60% of motor fan speed reduction for 60% motor loading using VSD. However, it was also found that sizeable amount of energy and bill can be saved for 20% and 40% speed reduction for different loadings. 2. It was found that pay back period for using VSD to save fan motor energy to be 0.23 to 5.58 years. It may be stated that use of VSD in fan motor energy saving is economically very viable for motor capacities 15kW and above. 3. It was also found that 32,503,558 GJ of fossil fuel can be saved for the flue gas temperature reduction as a result of reducing fan motor speed reduction. Flue gas energy savings for oxegen trim system has been estimated and found to be 549,310,130GJ for 16.9% of excess air reduction with payback period less than a day. 4. Study also found that 69,770,744 kg, 134,558,329 kg, 79,738,065 kg, 49,836,603 kg of CO 2 emission can be avoided for the associated energy savings as a result of energy savings using VSD for 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% motor loadings. 
